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Abstract— Soft material robots have potential for deployment
in dynamic environments, e.g. search and rescue operations,
owing to their impact resistance and adaptability. However,
these advantages are accompanied by challenges of robot
control and surface identification. The continuum, soft material
robot body interacts uniquely with different environments
e.g. a smooth table or a rough carpet. These interactions
with the surface can be discretized and modeled using graph
theory. This representation allows the robot to learn from
its surroundings and generate environment-specific locomotion
control sequences. Here, simple cycles of individual graphs
are analogous to periodic locomotion gaits of the soft robot.
Inversely, provided the knowledge of different environments
(captured in the individual graphs), the robot has ability to
optimally identify the environment through experimentation
and interaction. This paper presents a method for soft robots to
a) optimally learn the environment and b) determine optimized
movements for identifying the surface of locomotion by utilizing
the information from previously experienced environments.
The optimized movements are identified as arcs, paths and
simple cycles that yield the most contrasting costs. The surface
identification is performed by analyzing the locomotion cost
differential between the experienced surface interaction and
that of a previously known environment. The learning and control algorithms (Eulerian path, simple cycles) are ‘arc-centric’
i.e. focus on traversing arcs. Whereas surface identification
algorithms are ‘node-centric’ i.e. focus on traversing nodes
(simple paths).

I. INTRODUCTION
Soft robotics is a growing field with many applications
from manufacturing to health care. The design, manipulation,
and control of these soft robots is challenging due to the
difficulties of modeling their continuum nature. However, it
also makes them viable alternatives for instances where classic rigid body robots cannot be adapted such as navigating
unstructured environments for applications in disaster relief,
and search and rescue operations. This physical adaptability
can be exploited if the robot possesses the ability to learn and
identify the environment by utilizing prior knowledge.Soft
robot control has been achieved through the traditional
model-based approaches and model-free approach. Traditional modeling approaches involve modeling of the robot,
the robot-environment interaction and the actuators in case
the control exists in the actuator space. Soft robot modeling
has been performed using continuum modeling [1]–[3] and
fast-FEM numerical methods [4] for soft manipulator control. Modeling of environmental interaction has also been
researched [5], however, it is computationally expensive and
very difficult for unstructured environments. The modeling
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of soft robot actuators has been explored [6], but is difficult
to incorporate for control of these robots. This is visible
from control strategies for terrestrial soft robots intuitive approaches, e.g. for pneumatic actuators [7] and shape memory
alloy (SMAs) [8], to model-free approaches for motor-tendon
[9], [10] and SMA [11] actuators. Another model-based
approach for control of surgical robots, termed as modelless control, involves iterative estimation of the Jacobian of
the control and robot dynamics [12], [13]. The contrasting,
model-free approach is based on finding motion primitives
[14] in task space which discretize the factors that dominate
the robot-environment interaction [11]. This approach does
not directly model the robot-environment interaction or the
soft continuum robot body, however, uses graph theory tools
to learn how the robot behaves in a given environment.
Locomotion can be viewed as optimization of forces acting
on a robot - maximizing them at one end and minimizing
at the other to effect movement [15]. Hence, in principle,
locomotion can be effected by manipulating relative friction
between two ends of a robot, rather than the absolute
friction of each end. While analyzing robot locomotion, the
factors that dominate robot-environment interaction primarily involve friction-manipulation. Friction manipulation has
been implemented in soft material robots through relative
change in frictional coefficients of materials of contact or
directional friction [9], [10]. The model-free control (MFC)
framework [11] facilitates a soft robot to learn locomotion in
different environments. This can be achieved by observing
the interaction between a soft material robot and the surface
(environment). The MFC approach utilizes the feedback from
robot-environment interaction for obtaining periodic control
sequences to effect desired locomotion on a surface. The
most interesting aspect of this approach is the adaptability
i.e., due to use of graph theory and discretization of motion
primitives, the robot can learn about the ‘new environment’
and is even fault tolerant i.e., can handle loss-of-limb scenarios. However, optimal learning and identification of an
environment has not been explored and will provide the robot
with ability to adapt and maneuver in dynamic environments.
The presented research uses the inverse approach to learn
about the environment for answering the questions - ‘Given
the knowledge for different environments, what is the current
environment that the robot is navigating? If the environment
is unknown, what environment does it most resemble and
how can it adapt to learn the new environment?’
The paper is structured as follows - brief review of the
MFC framework and graph theory (Section II), optimal
environment learning and surface identification (Section III),
experiments and discussion about results (Section IV) fol-
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Fig. 1: The design for the example robot. (a) The robot is
actuated by SMAs (yellow) with friction manipulation mechanisms at each end of the robot. The friction mechanism,
referred to as a ‘virtual-gripper’, comprises of two materials
(sticky and slippery) with different coefficients of frictions.
(b) The interaction with the environment is discretized as
behaviors 0 and 1 when the sticky and slippery materials of
the friction mechanism are in contact with the surface. [11]

lowed by conclusions.
II. MODEL FREE CONTROL (MFC) FRAMEWORK
The MFC framework a) identifies control primitives as
factors dominating robot-environment interaction; b) uses
these control primitives to define discretized robot states and
a directed graph corresponding to a specific robot. A directed
graph models relationships between different robot states.
A. Example Robot
For this study, the robot has two limbs with friction
manipulation mechanisms [9] at the end of each limb and
is actuated by shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators as
shown in Figure 1. The friction mechanism comprises of two
materials - sticky and slippery, with different coefficients of
frictions. The material in contact with the surface changes
as SMAs are actuated (joule heating) and the soft robot
body bends as illustrated in Figure 1(b). The locomotion
of the robot is result of manipulation of relative difference
of coefficient of friction between the two materials. These
are identified as factors that dominate locomotion of this
robot, hence, in turn defining two behaviors for each ‘virtualgripper’ - 0, 1 when slippery, sticky materials of the mechanism are in contact with the surface. Hence, a two-limbed
robot with two virtual-grippers can exist in four possible
states which can be represented as (00), (10), (01), and (11)
as visualized in Figure 2.
B. Graph Theory
A graph is defined as a pair G = (V, E) [16] where V are
the nodes and E are the arcs. The nodes are used to represent
a robot state and the arcs indicate the relationship between
the nodes. There are several varieties of arcs and they may
generally be defined as directed and undirected. A directed
arc specifies the direction the arc is traversed between nodes,
while an undirected arc can be crossed in either direction.

Fig. 2: The complete directed graph indicating the robot
shapes with states and the corresponding nodes. The arcs
indicate the transition between these robot states. The states
result from discretization of robot-environment interaction.

A directed graph means all the arcs are directed, and vice
versa for an undirected graph. Another way of categorizing
graphs is by analyzing their connectivity. A complete graph is
one where each node is connected to every other node in the
graph. The example robot corresponds to a complete directed
graph (Figure 2) where the robot can traverse between nodes
by actuating the SMAs. Traveling between nodes is captured
via arcs, paths and simple cycles. A simple path in a graph is
defined as a sequence of nodes within a graph, equivalently,
a set of arcs connected to each other. A simple cycle is a
sequence of nodes and arcs in a graph that begins and ends
at the same node but does not repeat any nodes or arcs except
for the first node. Mathematically, for a graph with M arcs,
a path p ∈ NM ×1 vector and a simple cycle c ∈ NM ×1
where cj ∈ {0, 1}∀j = 1, · · · , M . For the example robot,
the number of arcs M = 12.
C. Robot-Graph Analogy
As illustrated in Figure 2, the node Ni corresponds to
dec2bin(i − 1) state of the robot where dec2bin(j) converts
decimal to binary number e.g. node N3 corresponds to state
(10). As the number of limbs increases, correspondingly, the
number of nodes will also increase as n = bm where b is the
number of discretized behaviors (2 for this example), and m
is the number of virtual-grippers (again, 2 for this example).
The nodes of a graph correspond to a robot state, the arcs
connecting each node represent the transition between states,
equivalently, the motion of the robot. Since it is possible for
the robot to move from one node to any other node except
itself, the graph is considered complete and directed. As the
robot moves between nodes, it experiences locomotion. This
locomotion is defined as arc weight corresponding to an arc.
For the presented experiment, the arc weight wi ∈ R2×1
corresponding to arc Ai is defined as being proportional to
the change in displacement ∆xi , ∆yi as the robot transitions
along the arc. The proportionality constant αi ∈ R2×2 is
assumed to be identity for this study. The weighting matrix

W ∈ R2×M
W = [w1 , w2 , · · · , wM ]

T

wi = αi [∆x, ∆y]

(1)

These arc weights can be modified to include spacial component of rotation along with temporal component. This is
an example of the versatility of the graph theory based MFC
framework. Arcs are the primary concern of this study, since
the locomotion of the robot is the interest and not its final
state. By studying the arcs and applying weights based on
displacement, the robot locomotion can be analyzed and
controlled more effectively. The cost of a path p, denoted
by J(p) ∈ R2×1 , is the sum of weights of the arcs traversed.
Equivalently, the cost vector has two components J(p) =
[Jx (p), Jy (p)]T where Jx (p), Jy (p) ∈ R
J(p) = W p

(2)

III. OPTIMAL ENVIRONMENT LEARNING AND
SURFACE IDENTIFICATION
Efficient learning about the environment can be achieved
by optimally traversing the arcs of the graph. The quickest
method of learning about the environment is finding the
shortest path that traverses each arc of the graph only
once. This type of path is called an Eulerian path [17].
These learning methodologies facilitate constructing graphs
for specific surfaces e.g. G(V, E, Wcarpet ), G(V, E, Wtable )
corresponding to a rough carpet and smooth table surface.
The difference in the arc weights Wcarpet , Wtable reflects the
variation in the interaction of the robot with the environment.
This prior knowledge of graphs can be exploited to identify
or adapt to new surfaces and facilitate faster learning of new
environments.
A. Optimal Environment Learning using Eulerian Paths
A Eulerian path is defined as a path in a graph which
traverses every arc of the graph exactly once. If every node
is of even degree or there are only two nodes of odd degree,
then the graph has an Eulerian path. The degree of a node
refers to how many arcs are connected to that node [16].
Since every graph in this study is complete and directed, the
degree of every node will always be even. From that we can
conclude that every graph for any number of virtual-grippers
has an Eulerian path. There are two common algorithms for
determining an Eulerian path - Fleury’s and Hierholzer’s.
Fleury’s algorithm, Algorithm 1, can be very time consuming for graphs with a high number of nodes, since at
every node it has to analyze every adjacent path to determine
discontinuity. On the other hand, Hierholzer’s algorithm
(Algorithm 2) is much faster and easier to implement, and
was the method chosen to find the Eulerian paths within the
studied graphs.
B. Surface Identification
As discussed earlier, the arc weights of the graphs are
instrumental in accumulating information about different
environments. In other words, the interaction of the robot
with a rough carpet surface is different from that with a
smooth table. These differences are visible through the arc

Data: G = (V, E)
Result: Eulerian path
if Graph G has only two nodes of odd degree, then
start at one node and end path at the other.
else
start at any arbitrary node.
end
while adjacent arcs to current node exist do
for For all adjacent arcs to current node do
if deletion of that arc would not make graph
disconnect and arc has already been crossed
then cross and delete;
if arc would cause graph to disconnect and is
only arc not deleted or arc has not been
crossed then cross and delete else do not
cross;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Fleury’s Algorithm
Data: G = (V, E)
Result: Eulerian path
if Graph G has only two nodes of odd degree, then
start at one node and end path at the other.
else
start at any arbitrary node.
end
while arcs are still available do
cross an arc;
if starting node then cross any arc and delete,
make new node as start node;
else pick an arc if arc not already crossed then
cross;
;
end
Algorithm 2: Hierholzer’s Algorithm

weights Wcarpet , Wtable corresponding to the two surfaces.
As the soft robots move from one environment to another,
the adaptability of a mechanically soft robot can be enhanced
if it is able to identify the new surface given prior knowledge
of different surfaces i.e., ‘what is the locomotion sequence
that will help the robot to optimally identify the new environment?’ The sequences can be threefold - individual arcs
Ai , paths pi , or simple cycles ci .
1. Optimal arc will maximize the cost between the two
surfaces
A∗i = max ||J(Ai , Wcarpet ) − J(Ai , Wtable )||2
Ai

(3)

The cost maximizing arc Ai has disadvantage of being
erroneous for being a single data point. Theoretically,
a larger detectable difference in environments makes it
easier to determine the surface environment. However,
the deterministic arc weight definition of the framework
is equivalent to the mean µ of the a set of readings which
have an uncertainty quantified by standard deviation σ,

which is not taken into consideration. This error in measurement would involve modification of the cost function
to compensate for the uncertainty.
M
X
pj
2. Optimal path of a given length l where len(p) =
j=1

p∗i

=

max
pi s.t.len(pi )=l

||J(pi , Wcarpet ) − J(pi , Wtable )||2

(4)
Single arc disadvantages can be addressed by finding
a set of arcs, equivalently, a path pi . Comparing paths
maximizing the locomotion cost function (Equation 4)
increases chances of detection by increasing the amount
of available data. With fundamental idea of using larger
number of data for better estimation, the length of the
path l = len(pi ) is critical. The optimization problem can
be constrained for path length, however, the question of
the optimal path length remains elusive.
3. Optimal simple cycle will maximize the cost of the simple
cycle between the two surfaces.
c∗i

2

= max ||J(ci , Wcarpet ) − J(ci , Wtable )||
ci

(5)

Simple cycles are of special interest as they are independent of each other where the path does not allow repetition of nodes (except the starting node) as discussed in
Section II-B. The lack of length constraint in exhaustively
calculating finite number of simple cycles [?] makes them
a desirable alternative. Simplistically, simple cycles have
the same advantage of analyzing arcs as paths, but without
needing to find the optimal path length.
Analyzing of optimal paths vs simple cycle. Locomotion
occurs when symmetry of the body is broken. Equivalently,
in a graph, traversing the nodes more then once may be
considered for the task of surface identification. Additionally,
the interaction between the environment and the robot (arcs,
arc weights) are of primary interest, not the robot states
(nodes). For the example robot, it was expected that the
maximum arcs would occur adjacent to either node N2 or
N3 as they show asymmetry of the body. This is supported
by the results presented in the Appendix, where the top two
arcs of greatest difference are A8 and A10 . Since a simple
cycle cannot repeat any nodes or arcs except for the starting
node, some arcs of greatest difference may not be traversed.
This lowers the possible max difference between the simple
cycles and hinders surface identification.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A test stand was erected with aluminum slotted bars and
a camera was set up directly over the robot to record its
movements. An Arduino Uno and two H-bridges, one for
each limb, were used to control the robot. Fig 3 illustrates the
experimental set up and the circuit methodology respectively.
The robot is actuated by joule heating of the SMA actuators
imbedded inside the body (Figure 1). The limb behaviors
and robot states are visually determined.
Optimal environment learning using Eulerian path. The
Hierholzer’s Algorithm was used to determine the Eulerian

Fig. 3: The experimental setup illustrating the example soft
robot with controlled by Arduino UNO microcontroller. The
camera captures the video which is later analyzed using
Kinovea software.

path for the example robot graph - A1 → A7 → A11 →
A6 → A5 → A10 → A9 → A12 → A4 → A3 → A8 →
A2 . A video of the robot going through the Eulerian path
was recorded and analyzed using the Kinovea open source
program for calculating the arc weights of the graph i.e.,
the displacement as the robot transitioned from one state
to another. Displacement was measured from the center of
the body, ∆x along the longitudinal axis and ∆y along the
vertical axis. Environment-specific graphs were constructed
by repeating this process 10 times for the table and carpet
surfaces (values tabulated in Appendix Table III ).
The interaction of the robot with different environments is
mathematically represented as graphs corresponding to the
surface e.g., G(V, E, Wcarpet ), G(V, E, Wtable ) correspond
to the learned graphs for rough carpet and smooth table
respectively. Here, the overall structure of each graph is the
same but the weights change. This change indicates the difference in the robot’s interaction with its environment. Table
I compares the highest five locomotion cost differentials of
arcs, simple path (path length l = 4) and simple cycles. As
hypothesized earlier, the simple paths do give extra information and less uncertainty over arcs, however, are constrained
by the length. Simple cycles are calculated independent of
the length constraint and yet display similar cost differential
for different path lengths e.g., a three arc length simple cycle
is able to show substantial cost differential as compared to
four arc length simple cycle. However, the cost differential
for the same length simple paths, which allow repetition
of nodes (and not arcs) to potentially break symmetry, is
substantially higher than the highest cost of the same length
simple cycle. The Eulerian paths and simple paths allow
for repetition of nodes, however, simple cycles do not.
Additionally, Eulerian paths are optimal for learning about
the environment as the information about the surroundings
is available in the arc weights. This analogy does argue for
simple paths to be better at surface identification (equivalent
to learning) as compared to simple cycles.
A third unknown environment was also tested for purpose

of identification. Displacement was measured in the same
manner as for the carpet and table environments, except it
was only repeated 4 times. The reason for this was to observe
the efficiency of identification algorithms with less data i.e.
minimum iterations for determining the surface (tabulated
data in Appendix Table IV ). For the one-dimensional example robot, the displacements in direction normal to the robot
length (∆y) are ignored for the current analysis of the carpet
and table because the values are negligible. However, they are
shown for the unknown environment because they have a relatively significant values. The repetitions are represented as
mean µ and standard deviation σ. The uncertainty quantified
by σ reinforces the argument made during the discussion in
the previous section that the optimal paths are preferred over
arcs for identifying the surface of locomotion. The high σ
values are mostly likely due to the measurement system used.
Further work will reduce this high uncertainty by embedding
sensors in the body for more accurate readings.
In order to classify the unknown environment, the cost
differential between the unknown and known environments is
calculated, δJT able,U nknown and δJCarpet,U nknown . For this
study, all three proposed methods (arc, simple path, simple
cycle) were calculated to see if the hypothesized optimal
choice of simple paths is supported by experimental results.
The cost differentials were calculated using Equations 3, 4,
5 based on the top ranked methods shown in Table I and
tabulated in Table II. Results show that the cost differential
between the carpet and unknown environments are nearly
zero, implying that the unknown surface is carpet or displays
similar surface interaction characteristics as carpet. Data
from the ∆y direction to the robot however identifies that
this environment is different from carpet. However due to
the similarities, a new graph may be adapted from the
carpet graph. The physical environment characteristics aren’t
considered when creating a new graph, as the graphs are
created based solely on the surface interaction characteristics.
From that, the ∆x interactions are very similar as indicated
by Table IV, so the arc weights for the ∆y direction can
be adapted from the carpet graph to create the graph for the
unknown environment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Soft material robots possess material adaptive capabilities
e.g., they can withstand impact, deform and conform to
shapes, however, control of such robots has posed challenges.
Moreover, soft material terrestrial robots have been difficult
to model and control. The research builds on the MFC
framework to study the ability of the soft robot to identify
the surface of locomotion by analyzing the difference in
prior interaction of the robot with different environments e.g.,
a smooth table or a rough carpet. These interactions with
the surface can be discretized and thereafter modeled using
graph theory for different actuators or soft body materials.
Graph theory and optimization techniques were used to
identify a) how to optimally learn about the environment
- by calculating Eulerian paths, b) determine optimized
movements for identifying the surface of locomotion by

Arcs
Rank

δJ(Ai )

Arc

1

0.1624

A8

2

0.0734

A10

3

0.0266

A11

4

0.0149

A2

5

0.0132

A9
Simple Path

δJ(pi ) = ||J(pi , Wcarpet ) − J(pi , Wtable )||2
Rank

δJ(pi )

Simple Path

1

0.8299

A8 → A9 → A10 → A2

2

0.7939

A10 → A9 → A12 → A8

3

0.7903

A8 → A7 → A11 → A10

4

0.7191

A10 → A7 → A8 → A2

5

0.7073

A7 → A8 → A9 → A10
Simple Cycle

δJ(ci ) = ||J(ci , Wcarpet ) − J(ci , Wtable )||2
Rank

δJ(ci )

Simple Cycle

1

0.4872

A5 → A12 → A8 → A2

2

0.3844

A9 → A12 → A8

3

0.3192

A6 → A3 → A8 → A9

4

0.3036

A11 → A10 → A2 → A3

5

0.2704

A3 → A8 → A2

TABLE I: Locomotion cost for different identification strategies - maximum differential cost of arcs, simple path of
length l = 4 and simple cycles. The top 5 differential costs
are tabulated to compare the different methodologies. The
differential cost of cycles has advantages over that of simple
paths due to lack of length constraint.

utilizing the information from previously experienced environments. These movements were calculated by optimizing
the differential locomotion cost between the two surfaces for
the given movements. The learning and control algorithms of
Eularian paths and simple cycles lay emphasis on traversing
arcs, hence, are ‘arc-centric’. On the contrary, the ‘nodecentric’ surface identification algorithms focus on traversing
nodes to break symmetry. The results indicate that simple
paths were the most optimal locomotion sequence for surface
identification. However, they are hindered by the constraint
of path length and determining optimal path length will
be explored in later studies. This length constraint does
not exist for simple cycles. The preliminary study shows
promise in the ability of the soft robot with MFC framework
to be capable of identifying the surface of contact given
prior knowledge of different environment interactions. It
also shows promise in the adaptability of the MCF Control
framework, as the robot studied in this paper could have a
number of limbs and the graph used to evaluate the robot
would change dependent on the number of virtual-grippers
but the methodology for studying the graph would remain

Arc

Simple Path

Simple Cycle

Displacement

δJT able,U nknown

0.142

0.808

0.436

Arc

µ∆x (in)

σ∆x (in)

µ∆y (in)

σ∆y (in)

δJCarpet,U nknown

0.0007

0.0001

0.0014

A1

0.063

0.022

0.073

0.048

TABLE II: Cost differential between the unknown environment in comparison to the two known environments, carpet
and table. All three proposed methods, arc, simple path,
simple cycle, were calculated to show the difference between
them.

A7

0.025

0.006

0.053

0.015

A11

0.028

0.017

0.035

0.026

A6

0.013

0.005

0.010

0.008

A5

0.008

0.010

0.005

0.006

A10

0.055

0.090

0.095

0.138

A9

0.025

0.006

0.033

0.013

A12

0.003

0.005

0

0

the same. This also implies that as determined in this paper,
node-centric simple paths would be most optimal method of
surface identification for any number of virtual-grippers.

A4

0.003

0.005

0

0

A3

0.003

0.005

0

0

A8

0.135

0.017

0.215

0.042

APPENDIX

A2

0.045

0.030

0.055

0.024

Displacement ∆x
Arc

Smooth Table
µ∆x (in)

Rough Carpet

σ∆x (in)

µ∆x (in)

σ∆x (in)

A1

0.117

0.04

0.041

0.003

A7

0.08

0.032

0.028

0.006

A11

0.17

0.065

0.007

0.005

A6

0.06

0.044

0.008

0.006

A5

0.075

0.055

0.004

0.005

A10

0.336

0.070

0.065

0.005

A9

0.149

0.064

0.034

0.005

A12

0.102

0.061

0

0

A4

0.005

0.005

0.004

0.005

A3

0.004

0.005

0.009

0.009

A8

0.512

0.174

0.109

0.009

A2

0.162

0.068

0.04

0.007

TABLE III: Average displacement (mean and standard deviation in inches) for arcs traversed. The order of the arcs is
given by the Eulerian path traveled to learn the arc weights.
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